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Employees are the 
     source of success.

“The internet paves the way 
towards distributed forms 
of organization and will 
fundamentally change the roles 
of leaders and the modes of 
management in the organization 
of the future.” 
      
-Peter Pribilla (1941-2003)

Leadership

Innovation
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Peter 
Pribilla 
Foundation

Introduction to the 
P e t e r  P r i b i l l a  F o u n d a t i o n
Professor Ralf Reichwald

Peter Pribilla was one of the most influential corporate partners of the Technische Universität München and 
instrumental in establishing the TUM Business School.   He was appointed to the Siemens Managing Board in 
1997.  In the same year he became an honorary TUM professor and was elected to the Corporate Executive 
Committee at TUM.  He held all three positions until his untimely death in 2003. The PETER PRIBILLA 
FOUNDATION  was funded by his widow, Hannelore Pribilla, who also had supported TUM for many years.  
We mourned her loss at our 2007 meeting. 

The PETER PRIBILLA FOUNDATION  explores an important topic of interest to both Peter and 
Hannelore Pribilla: the leadership of innovation.  The foundation also supports newcomers to business and 
academia who are beginning to work on issues of leadership and innovation.  At the first two meetings of the 
Foundation network in 2006 and 2007 we focused attention on cooperation, open innovation, and service 
innovation. The 2008 meeting, which is summarized in this publication, deepens understanding of these 
themes and connects them to leadership changes required to develop agile organizations.

The meeting began with a presentation by Yves Doz, Professor of Business Strategy at INSEAD and Visiting 
Professor at the Helsinki School of Economics.  Professor Doz summarized some ideas from his 2008 book 
Fast Strategy.  The book is co-authored with Dr. Mikko Kosonen, currently head of the Finish National Fund 
for Innovation, and until recently the chief strategy officer at Nokia.  Doz and Kosonen interviewed people at 
some of the world’s most successful companies.  They note that over time success erodes strategic sensitivity, 
leadership unity, and research fluidity and suggest how organizations can recapture these capabilities required 
by increasingly complex and uncertain environments.   
 
The second presentation was by Dr. Karim Lakhani, Assistant Professor of Technology and Operations 
Management at Harvard Business School and the first winner of the Research Excellence Award of the PETER 
PRIBILLA FOUNDATION .  This award honors an early career academic who significantly advances 
understanding in the fields of innovation and leadership.  In addition to receiving a prize of 10,000€, the 
recipient is invited to present an overview of research relating to the award at our annual meeting. 

Some details about the accomplishments that led to Professor Lakhani’s selection for this award can be found in 
the Laudatio published in this volume.   Dr. Lakhani’s subsequent presentation contrasted traditional leadership 
activities and values with the very different style of leadership required to develop open innovation.  A central 
shift in thinking is to concentrate on broadcasting problem statements to the widely distributed group of 
intelligent people found within and beyond an organization rather than attempt to solve all problems locally.    

Dr. Doz’s research, teaching, and consulting have involved some the world’s largest corporations.  Dr. Lakhani 
has primarily paid attention to young companies with  internet-enabled strategies.  Yet our two speakers 
found they had a great deal in common.  As indicated in the summary of a conversation with Professor 
Anne Huff, they are particularly united by an interest in the kinds of experiences that help individuals and 
companies learn how to become more agile and developmental.  I hope that readers will find their comments 
as interesting and insightful as I do.    

Cordially,

Prof. Dr. Prof. h.c. Dr. h.c. Ralf Reichwald
Technische Universität München



• INNOVATION
How can companies use a full range of internal and external 
resources for current and future benefit? 

Competitive settings require the rapid development of new ideas. Well-organized 
internal structures for generating innovations remain important, but are increasingly 
complimented by contributions from other sources. The PETER PRIBILLA FOUNDATION 
encourages research that increases understanding of how companies can successfully 
refine current offerings while  discovering desirable new  products/services/experiences.

• LEADERSHIP
How can companies foster individual initiatives that go beyond 
today’s task requirements? 

The need for leadership expands as organizational contexts become more complex and 
unforeseen events have multiple impacts. Leaders look beyond their current role and 
responsibilities to cope with unexpected situations and they inspire those around them 
to do the same. The PETER PRIBILLA FOUNDATION emphasizes research on effective 
leadership in complex, transorganizational settings.

The reports from our first two meetings summarize discussions about 
cooperation, discontinuous environments, open innovation and service 
innovation.     

The third meeting, held 21-22 April 2008 in Munich, featured 
presentations by Professor Yves Doz of INSEAD and Professor Karim 
Lakhani of Harvard Business School.  Their presentations focused on: 

•	AGILITY — the organizational ability to respond more 
quickly to strategic opportunities

•	DISTRIBUTED INNOVATION — that draws on 
widespread knowledge within the organization  
and beyond 

•	LEADERSHIP AND ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING — 
that improves individual, group, and  
organizational capacity. 

The P e t e r  P r i b i l l a  F o u n d at i o n  
Focuses on Two Themes:
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Editor’s Summary
 
Professor Anne Sigismund Huff 

The kickoff presentation of the 2008 PETER PRIBILLA FOUNDATION was given by Yves Doz, Professor 
of Business Strategy at INSEAD.  His recent research with Dr. Mikko Kosonen looked at some of the most 
successful companies in the IT industry.  Yet Doz argues that: 

•	Over time, the actions that sustain growth and high performance, though compelling, create rigidities.
•	The toxic side-effects of success include

•	Lower strategic sensitivity
•	Less leadership unity
•	Decreased resource fluidity

•	Rebuilding the agility needed in increasingly complex and fast environments is a slow process of
•	Increasing internal tension by including more varied information sources
•	Simultaneously addressing strategic, leadership and resource issues
•	Sustaining emotional commitment to agility.  

The second speaker, Karim Lakhani, is an Assistant Professor at Harvard Business School and winner of the 
first Research Excellence Award in Innovation & Leadership of the PETER PRIBILLA FOUNDATION . His 
research suggests that:  

•	Open development is characterized by 
•	Modularity that allows many people to work on large problems 
•	Collective practices that create effective networks
•	Intrinsic as well as extrinsic motivation 
•	Peer leadership that leads to a common view of work to be done
•	Open intellectual property and organization

•	Leaders of open development focus on posting problems rather than developing solutions
•	Those who solve the most difficult problems are often

•	Solving problems outside their primary field of expertise
•	Building on previous work shared by other solvers.  

While organizations of different size and distinctive strategies have attracted the attention of our speakers, 
they agree on the importance of internal and external participative processes, and the centrality of intrinsic 
rewards. The final section of this booklet shows additional compatibilities, including agreement that: 

•	Organizational ecosystems blend cooperation and competition
•	Innovation is hampered by

•	Hoarding knowledge
•	Resisting ideas that are “not invented here”
•	Repeating what worked in the past 

•	New	ideas	and	ways	of	behaving	can	be	learned	from
•	Customer communities
•	Technologies that aggregate knowledge
•	Organizations working in lean environments
•	Leaders who do not depend upon position. 

Many additional insights from Professors Doz and Lakhani can be found in the following pages.  We thank 
them for their participant in the third network meeting of the PETER PRIBILLA FOUNDATION . 

Cordially,

 

Prof. Dr. Dr. h.c. Anne Sigismund Huff
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Fast Strategy: Fostering Strategic 
Agility for Renewed Growth

Yves Doz is the Timken Chaired Professor of Global Technology & Innovation 

and Professor of Business Strategy at INSEAD, as well as a Visiting Professor of 

International Management at the Helsinki School of Economics.  His teaching and 

consulting focus on strategic alliances, innovation and corporate entrepreneurship, 

and on the design and implementation of competitive revitalization programs. 

His research on the strategy and organization of multinational companies in high-

technology industries has led to numerous books and articles, most recently Fast 

Strategy (Wharton School Publishing, 2008), co-authored with Dr. Mikko Kosonen.   

Professor Yvez Doz

Professor Doz discussed the increasing need for strategic 
agility in a complex and fast changing world as keynote 
speaker at the 2008 Pribilla Network meeting.  His ideas 
on this important subject are the result of research with 
Dr. Kosonen, who until recently was the chief strategy 
officer and the chief information officer of Nokia and now 
heads the Finnish National Fund for Innovation.  

Thank you for coming, Yves.  Your work on strategic 
agility fits the Pribilla Network’s agenda very well.

Thank you for inviting me.  Beyond the research topic, the 
collaboration with Mikko Kosonen would seem to be very much in 
the style Mr. Pribilla advocated, in the sense that it spans the worlds 
of both corporate leadership and academic research, and brings 
executive insights and academic research discipline into a joint effort.  
Together Mikko Kosonen and I looked at how successful innovative 
incumbent companies become victims of their success and then 
attempt to regain strategic agility.  Fast Strategy analyzes the causes 
of such failures, provides a model of strategically agile companies, 
and explains how some maturing incumbents recapture the strategic 
agility that once allowed them to innovate while others do not.   
We believe strategic agility requires a form of strategy making 
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Figure 1: Abductive Theory Building Up and 
Down the Knowledge Pyramid

that has similarities with open innovation, 
something that interests many people in the 
Pribilla network.

Please tell us more about the 
purpose and design of your study. 

Beyond the analysis of Nokia’s history, which 
provided both the initial insight and the 
motivation for our research, we were interested 
in what researchers call “abductive” theory 
building. This form of research was developed 
by Charles Sanders Pierce and recently 
described by Andy Van de Ven.  As summarized 
in Figure 1, abductive inquiry means that you 
already have some theories in mind.  Since I am 
going to talk about organizational rigidity, it 
is important to admit that we academics also 
have our rigidities.  Mikko Kosonen and I could 
not go into the field without having some prior 
ideas, as purely inductive theory building would 
require.  Rather than pretend we could cleanse 
our minds of all theoretical knowledge, the 
abductive approach allowed us to think about 
various theories that we and others had already 
developed.  We played with and compared 
these ideas as we tried to explain why the 
well-known and successful organizations we 
observed and analyzed were having difficulties. 

We were particularly concerned with what we 
saw as corporate rigidity increasing at exactly 
the time as more agility is needed.   This concern 

emerged from my 
research, teaching, and 
consulting on strategic 
commitments as the 
result of organizational 
processes and from 
Mikko Kosonen’s 
insights as the man 
at the centre of the 
strategy process of 
Nokia for over a 
decade — from the 
mid 1990’s until very 
recently.  We first 
developed a very rich 
history of the past 
twenty years at Nokia, 

as a research case, from which to articulate 
interpretations, tentative conceptualizations, 
and theoretical propositions.  
 
Once we had a summary and tentative 
conceptual understanding from Nokia’s 
experience, we gathered more data.  Was 
Nokia a unique case, or a representative 
example of a wider phenomenon?   We also 
asked ourselves about boundary conditions 
and limits. The process is shown in the right 
hand arrow of Figure 1. The answers required 
theoretical, purposive, sampling.  That means 
that we chose further companies to study as a 
function of the theory we were trying to build: 
was their experience going to challenge and 
inform our emerging conceptualizations, or 
support, enrich, and nuance them?  We went 
to leading incumbents such as Cisco, Intel, and 
SAP, companies we believed had faced similar 
challenges and experiences to Nokia.  We also 
looked at companies with a broader range of 
activities, such as HP and IBM, to see the extent 
to which strategic agility — or rigidity —  were 
corporate or business unit level issues.  
 
With the additional data gathered in this 
research, we were testing and refining our 
initial theories.  We were asking: What 
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conceptualizations fit many situations?  What 
are the critical contingencies? As we developed 
more robust theoretical statements, we tried 
to make predictions and build deductive 
propositions that could then be tested on a 
large sample.   This set of activities is captured 
by the arrow on the left side of Figure 1.  
The strength of abductive research is that it 
completes the circle: it encourages moving from 
empirical observation to abstraction, and then 
from abstraction back to empirical observation.  

Abductive theory building 

abstracts observations from past 

experience then tests and refines 

them with additional data from 

a purposive sample.

What industries did you study?

We mainly researched the IT industry, 
which is wonderful territory because things 
change relatively quickly there.  With the 
rise of the internet, the industry has had to 
adapt quickly and often to the convergence 
between communication, computing, and 
entertainment; there is also the ebb and flow 
between network and devices as repositories 
of applications and intelligence.  We have seen 
revolutions, like the shift from centralized 
mainframes to client-server networked 
computing.  Somewhat jokingly, we wrote in 
Fast Strategy that we went to the IT industry 
like scientists trying to unravel genetic codes 
go to fruit flies.  In both cases the objects of 
study reproduce and mutate very quickly.  

To discover the challenge of strategic agility 
as an organizational capability, we wanted to 
look at companies that pursued an integrated 
strategy.  Although dynamic portfolio 
management does provide strategic agility for 
a diversified company, portfolio companies 
investing in and divesting from different 
businesses were not terribly interesting to us. 

They achieve a form of strategic agility not by 
transforming the businesses they are in, but by 
changing the composition of their portfolios, 
an exercise that can be carried out from the 
C-suite without engaging the organization and 
its members. We also wanted companies that 
were leading incumbents in their industry, or at 
least in a particular segment, because we were 
particularly interested in the risk and toxic side 
effects of becoming overly self-confident, 
of possibly becoming rigid without knowing 
it; but we also wanted companies that 
had been challenged by discontinuity and 
disruption to see how they had responded 
when their strategic agility had been tested 
by outside forces.  

Although we did exploratory interviews at over 
a dozen companies, beyond Nokia, we focused 
our in-depth analyses on five companies that 
best fit the criteria discussed above: Cisco, IBM, 
Intel, HP, and SAP. This selection was partly 
choice on our part, partly result of various 
constraints.  But we are very happy with the set 
and what they represent.   

Can you say why these innovative 
companies succeeded?

We asked many of their executives why and 
how their companies had been successful.  
There was significant overlap in the answers we 
received, in the main along a few key themes.  
In summary, corporate leaders said “We 
succeeded because we had a clear vision about 
the future of our core business.” They stressed 
they succeeded because they made sustained 
efforts toward product innovation and had a 
tight focus on continuous improvements.  They 
were ambitious and aspired to become leaders in 
everything they did.  Or as the Americans would 
say, they had “the guts to do it.” 
 
But these are not the only sources of success.  
Company leaders said “We were organized in 
a way that allowed growth. We had strategic 
partners. We made great efforts to understand 
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and collaborate with our customers.  We 
created business units, we gave them 
autonomy, and we gave them the ability to be 
entrepreneurial.  At the same time, we built 
on our experience.  We developed efficient 
business systems and processes.” 
 
Equally important, the leaders we interviewed 
made comments that had to do with being 
able to move fast.  They said “We succeeded 
because we had clear definitions of overall 
responsibilities for individual units.  We had 
strong leaders.  We had systems that allowed us 
to promote the best people.”  

It is hard to disagree with the 
approach company leaders describe.

Indeed, who wouldn’t agree with these 
statements?  I am sure that most corporate 
and company leaders in this room would 
support these claims, along with the strategic 
management or organization theory 
researchers in the audience.  In fact, these 
summary statements go beyond what the 
executives we interviewed told us.  Table 1 
simply describes good management practices.  
You will find one variant or another of all 
these directives in a number of good strategy 
textbooks, and in successful executive 

development courses for managers.  This 
has become the conventional wisdom for 
excellence!

Nevertheless, you found a 
relationship between past success 
and current difficulties?

Unfortunately, there is a problem hidden at 
the heart of corporate success.  A primary 
conclusion from our study is that the practices 
of our leading incumbent companies, and 
the beliefs of both companies leaders and 
management researchers about what will 
make a company succeed, are both right and 
wrong.   The statements found in Table 1 are 
right because they have to be followed to 
succeed. And yet we found that they also set 
the stage for later failure. 

Companies prosper because 

they sustain growth and high 

performance, but over time their 

actions tend to create rigidities.   

Look at the first statement about the 
importance of providing clear direction and 
focus in Table 1. This idea is both right and 
wrong because a sense of direction, though 

it seems hard to fault, narrows 
the field of vision, especially if a 
company becomes successful and 
begins to move more quickly. It is 
not very different from what most 
of us have experienced driving a 
car. When you drive a car at a high 
speed you discover there are so 
many stimulants coming your way 
so fast that you can only look at 
what is directly in front of you.  In 
a company that grows big fast, this 
and other sources of success, like 
a focus on continuous operational 
improvement or concerns about 
maximizing the success of the 
core business, turn into implied 

Table 1: Corporate Beliefs about Sustained Growth  
& High Performance

Clear Direction and Focus
We should have a clear vision for the future of our core business
We should have a sustained effort at maximally leveraging our core business
We should have a tight focus on continuous improvement
We should have leadership in everything we do
We should have self-confidence and an action orientation

High Efficiency
We should have strong business units with suffiecient autonomy as they grow
We should have highly efficient business systems and processes
We should have deep collaborative relationships with our key customers and partners
We should learn by doing and build on our experience

Quick Commitment
We should have clear charters for all organizational units
We should have strong and experienced leaders with proven track records
We should make decisions fast
We should promote successful leaders
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dominance.  They transform a well-earned 
success into hubristic arrogance, which tends to 
have disastrous side-effects over time, as shown in 
the first line of Table 2.

It is hard to quarrel with sustained effort at 
developing a core business, but we found it 
also can limit vision.  The table describes that as 
the “tyranny of the core businesses.”  The more 
successful a company is in its core business, 
the more dependent it becomes on the 
perspectives and the framing provided by the 
people who run the business. In a sense, the 
perceptions, the framing, the way managers 
perceive reality, are  increasingly shaped by 
their success. 

In addition, tight focus on continuous 
improvement leads to what might 
be called “strategic myopia.”  
Companies are well-advised to keep 
improving on an ongoing basis, 
of course, but to some extent they 
tend to lose direction in the process. 
Furthermore, achieving a leadership 
position tends to be followed by what 
you could call a “dominance mindset,” 
excessive self-confidence, or hubris.  
People who have been building a 
business successfully for a long time 
also tend to be very action oriented.  
They make very quick decisions.  These 

snap judgments help them succeed 
in areas they know well, but are 
dangerous in areas they do not know.

In other words, you suggest 
we look with suspicion at 
each source of past success?

Yes, absolutely. There is an interesting 
set of issues around each aspect of 
a company ‘s success.  We found a 
pattern around efficiency, for example, 
that is very similar in its toxic side 
effects to what we observed around 
focus.  As summarized in Table 3, 
strong and autonomous business units 

often imprison resources. Each business unit 
is pursuing its own objectives, has its own 
resources.  Almost inevitably, there is a bit of 
resource holding and defensiveness on the 
part of senior executives. As a result, the more 
efficient the business system is, the more rigid it 
may become.  
 
Collaborative relationships similarly create 
ties that bind, sometimes in a very down to 
earth, operational way.  Take Nokia.  You may 
remember that when Motorola introduced 
folding phones a few years ago,  Nokia was 
rather slow in responding to the challenge.  
You shouldn’t be surprised to learn that the 

Table 3: Toxic Effects of Single-minded Attention  
to High Efficiency

Driver Consequence Toxic side-effect

•	Strong business 
units with suf-
ficient atonomy 
as they grow

•	Core business 
managers ‘sitting on 
their resources’

• Resource  
imprisonment

•	Highly efficient 
business systems 
processes

•	Increasingly 
differentiated and 
specialized (‘fit for 
purpose’) activity 
systems

• Activity system 
rigidification

•	Deep collabora-
tive relationships 
with key custom-
ers and partners

•	Customer and 
partner ‘lock in’ and 
decreasing strategic 
freedom

• Ties that bind

•	Learning by do-
ing and bulding 
on experience

•	Forgiven and hid-
den misbehavior and 
shortcomings

• Management 
mediocrity and 
competence gaps

Table 2 Toxic Effects of Single-minded Attention to  
Clear Direction and Focus

Driver Consequence Toxic side-effect

•	Clear vision for 
the future of our 
core business

•	Considering ev-
erything outside the 
core as non-relevant

• Tunnel vision

•	Sustained ef-
fort at maximally 
leveraging our 
core business

•	Framing every-
thing in the light of 
the core business 

• Tyranny of the 
core business

•	Tight focus 
on continuous 
improvement

•	Short term 
internal orientation

• Strategic myopia

•	Leadership 
position in every-
thing we do

•	Reluctance to 
open collaboration 
and experimentation

• Dominance 
mindset

•	High action 
orientation and 
self confidence

•	Action hero 
syndrome: no time 
and interest for 
alternatives

• Snap judgement 
and intellectual 
laziness
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head of design at Nokia did not feel 
for the new folding design, and was 
reluctant to imitate it. But there was 
an even deeper and more serious 
roadblock. Nokia’s mobile phones 
were designed around a particular 
type of circuitry, which happened to 
be a little over a centimeter thick. 
It could not be redesigned.  It could 
not be split in two to fold, and it 
could not easily be made thinner. The 
company could not quickly escape 
its dependency on the particular 
supplier that provided this rather 
thick circuit. It took Nokia a couple 
of years to develop new products 
around redesigned circuitry. Similarly, 
when the bottom fell off the market for 
internet telephony, Cisco, used to years of high 
growth and the need for a security of supply of 
components for its routers, could not cut back 
production without incurring huge penalties 
to its suppliers, with whom it had engaged in 
long-term contracts. 
 
We don’t have time to go into too many 
details.  Let me just say that we found the 
same pattern again and again. For example, 
learning by experience often is not a good 
predictor of long term management success.  
First of all, corporate success heightens 
reputations independent of causality.  
What may have been serendipitous luck is 
interpreted as judicious management choice.  
Hubris and misplaced self-confidence prevails. 
 
Moving on, recruiting a large number of 
people and promoting them very fast does 
not give them enough time to learn.  We 
found managers who were pretty good at 
running after their old success.  But after a 
while they discovered that they were not as 
good as they wanted to be, or were expected 
to be, when facing new strategic challenges 
or implementing new business models. Success 
and familiarity with the territory had hidden 
management weaknesses and capability gaps.  
 

Further observations in this area are 
summarized in Table 4, around the capability 
for top management to make bold strategic 
decisions, a capability that naturally erodes over 
time.  We found that once top management 
teams no longer needed to make shared 
strategic decisions for a while, merely growing 
an existing business along a well-charted 
course, their thinking tended to go in divergent 
directions.  Each person had their own 
priorities, and ran their business, or played their 
specialized expert role, in their own way.  In the 
process, they lost sight of the integration of the 
whole company.  The richness of dialogue that 
characterized the company when it was young 
and entrepreneurial was now lost.  

I’ve already said that strong leaders can become 
overly confident.  They sometimes have inflated 
egos, and often do not tolerate dissenting 
voices.  Over time, they are more likely to 
make commitments and throw challenges 
to their managers that do not make sense.  
That’s what we call “the heady charm of fame 
and power.” Leaders become unrealistic in 
their expectations, and sometimes irrational 
in their behaviors.  
 
Rapid decision making is often required in 
today’s world. It’s obviously a good thing, as 
you know, but it also leads to what we call 
“expert management,” in which people no 
longer really challenge each other. The CFO 

Table 4: Toxic Effects of Single-minded Attention 
 to Quick Commitment

Driver Consequence Toxic side-effect

•	Clear 
charters for 
all organiza-
tional units

•	Declining intensity of 
dialogue and decreas-
ing need for collective 
commitments

•	Management 
divergence

•	Strong 
leaders with 
proven track-
record

•	Inflated egos, overly 
bold commitments, 
implicit pecking order

•	Heady charm of 
fame and power

•	Preference 
for fast deci-
sion making

•	Decisions elevating to 
the top team; decisions 
made by the same 
leaders

•	Expert 
management

•	Successful 
leaders

•	Tired hero syndrome; 
future opportunities 
looking less thrilling 
than past experiences

•	Emotional 
apathy
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does finance, the operations type takes care 
of operations, the head of x business does x 
business, and so on. Members of the leadership 
team avoid venturing on each other’s turf 
and challenging one another. Companies 
can succeed for a while with this kind of 
arrangement, but that too has a downside. 
Mutual deference and specialization of roles 
and skills deprive the organization of a much 
needed check and balance in decision making. 
Decisions are made fast, but badly, and that 
process fails when complex collective choices 
have to be made.  These require careful 
dialogue and thoughtful consideration, not 
merely the juxtaposition of expert opinions.  
 
Lastly, executives may lose some of their 
enthusiasm over time. We even saw this in Nokia, 
although it is the most outstanding European 
success story of the last thirty years.  If you had 
led Nokia’s growth, you would have had a tough 
but exhilarating life for maybe 15 years.  At 50,  
success secured,  you would look for self-renewal 
in a different challenge.  We saw emotional 
apathy in this and other leading companies.    

The cumulative effect of these 
snags must be the real problem?  

Of course.  Many very successful companies come 
to the problematic point shown in Figure 2, which 
is the sum of what I have been describing. First, 

what we call “strategic sensitivity,” meaning 
leaders’ ability to be in touch with strategic 
developments around them, tends to decline. 
Second, resource fluidity, the ability to re-allocate 
resources in a fast but committed fashion, also 
tends to slow down.  Finally, leadership unity 
is undermined, without anyone noticing until 
difficult and complex strategic decisions have to 
be made. 

This figure provides an organizational, 
evolutionary explanation for the fact that many 
companies succeed, but in general not for long.  
That means that there is some kind of life-cycle 
to management.  Quantitative researchers who 
look at statistical data on the performance 
of businesses observe a “regression to the 
mean.” In other words, excellent companies 
seldom stay excellent for long. We provide a 
tentative systemic explanation: As change calls 
for strategic agility, these companies no longer 
have it, and their performance deteriorates. 
Dealing with this life-cycle is the real challenge 
for leaders.  

Breaking the life-cycle of success 

is the real leadership challenge.

How far one company is on the life-cycle is 
uncertain, as shown in Figure 3.  This is another 
important observation from our study.  In a 
way, the strategic rigidity or strategic paralysis 
I have been describing is like slowly losing 

physical fitness in mid-life.   If we 
discover as individuals that we have lost 
agility and engage in strenuous exercise, 
we may hopefully regain health but 
not by doing exactly what we did 
when we were young.  Of course, some 
of us die of a heart attack, like some 
companies fail to renew themselves and 
disappear, despite extensive efforts. 
Many successful companies are facing 
something similar.  In order to renew 
themselves they have to become fit in 
middle age for a world that is more 
complex in markets and technologies, 
more demanding of leadership in 
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stock performance terms,  and more rapidly 
changing, than the world they were used to in 
the past. 
 
Think of Nokia again.  They make something 
like 1.5 million phones a day.  You can 
imagine that they have a well-honed business 
system.  Yet that system is not adequate for 
the challenges they face today.   They have to 
go into Internet services, work with complex 
advertising-based revenue models, and figure 
out more than Google has already figured 
out. Google is a “pure play” internet services 
company with a very simple business model 
— reap the increasing returns of search 
engines [the bigger and more widely used the 
better they get, attracting further use, and 
growth] and monetize unused screen space 
with paid advertising, in a personalized way. 
Nokia attempts to combine its strengths in 
devices, software platforms, and  mobility 
applications to create innovative services 
in collaboration with telecom network 
operators. This is a considerably more 
complex business model proposition than 
Google’s or Facebook’s. It puts Nokia in a very 
complex, very fast, very systemic environment 
with complex transaction models, ecosystems, 
and open innovation. It is several orders of 
magnitude more complex than the world of 
making phones and selling them in bulk to 
telecom network operators just a few years ago.  
Nokia’s strategists have a harder job than when 
they were faced with simple challenges like the 
trend toward folding phones.    

 
We observe that many well-known and 
successful companies confront a similar 
situation today. They have reached 
a point of relative rigidity that is a 
direct outcome of their past success 
just when they have to deal with a 
faster, more complex world.  It is not 
easy, as suggested by Figure 4.  The 
planning and entrepreneurial solutions 
developed in companies, and by 
researchers who study companies, are 
no longer sufficient.

Why isn’t improving 
operational performance sufficient 
to open the path to greater agility?

Strategic agility is especially important when 
companies must simultaneously make rapid 
and complex changes in their core business 
model.  In some industries, it may be enough 
to focus on operational excellence alone and 
not be really concerned with strategic agility.  

This year, 2008, is the 100th anniversary of the 
first mass produced car, the Ford Model T.  Your 
neighbors who have a BMW or a Mercedes 
are likely to say cars today are fundamentally 
different from a century ago.  Think twice. They 
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would be right about some details we all value 
about modern cars such as air conditioning 
or  electronic driving assistance, but today’s 
cars are not so fundamentally different from 
the Model T.  The basic architecture of a car 
and the basic way cars are made have not 
changed in the last century.  Cars and the 
assembly lines required to produce them have 
merely become much more complex.  
 
Other companies face terribly complex and 
uncertain situations, with huge stakes and risks, 
but these situations unfold slowly. Take the oil 
industry. It has very long cycles.  Development 
of an oil field takes years and costs billions; 
production runs for decades; oil prices fluctuate 
wildly; new energies appear, some to stay, 
others (like bio-fuels) with a more uncertain 
potential. Traditional strategic planning works 
well in this kind of industry, as suggested in 
Figure 4 on the bottom right. It is possible to 
thoughtfully develop strategies, test them against 
multiple scenarios (it is no coincidence that 
Shell is famed for the development of scenario 
planning methods) and turn them into long 
term strategic plans that one updates every year, 
or every other year. 
 
Conversely, on the top left in this figure, 
entrepreneurial companies and the things 
they offer often are not very complex at 
the beginning, when compared with the 
auto industry for example.  However, speed 
is paramount.  Leaders in this situation are 
obsessed with finding new opportunities, 
creating more ventures, or developing 
new units in an established company.  
New startups that grow big fast, 
like Google, are demonstrating the 
importance of discovering and quickly 
elaborating offerings that capture 
customers. Yet this is far from obvious. 
Beyond its core business, despite its 
famed innovative culture and intensive 
efforts, Google’s success so far has 
not exactly been stellar. Creating 
new ventures and maintaining an 
entrepreneurial culture are the key 
levers of success. From the corporate 

standpoint, the company is run like a very 
dynamic portfolio company. 

Strategic agility becomes really important when 
companies have to quickly respond to very 
complex systemic changes.  However, there 
always remains a huge tension between the 
pressure of operational performance and the 
ability to build and maintain strategic agility. 
Take Nokia in the mid-90s. It suffered a logistics 
crisis, i.e., an operational breakdown of its 
supply chain and manufacturing network.  The 
sudden take off of mobile phones as a mass 
market caught the company by surprise, and it 
cobbled a response to increase production fast, 
but in a poorly coordinated manner. It sorted 
out the crisis quickly, but one lesson learned 
was that operations needed to be better 
planned and managed with greater discipline. 
Another lesson was to launch new ventures 
as renewal options, in the hope of building a 
third leg to Nokia.  This set up a high level of 
tension between operational excellence and 
strategic renewal. What you typically find in 
these circumstances is that strategic agility is 
constantly being eroded.   Inflexibility, rigor 
mortis at the extreme, is produced by the very 
real need for operational excellence.  It is an 
ongoing tension within most organizations.

How can companies escape the 
rigidities caused by success?  
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One key thing we point to in Fast Strategy 
is the need to increase strategic sensitivity, 
or if you wish “strategic alertness.”  This 
requires something actually very similar to 
the Pribilla network’s description of open 
innovation.  To have an advantage, companies 
must maintain a strategic process that is open 
to the outside, but is also enriched by being 
highly participative internally. This is not what 
happens in companies where strategy remains 
the purview of a very small group at the top. 
 
Because the more interesting innovations and 
disruptions tend to happen at the periphery of 
an organization, in new markets and emerging 
technologies rather than in the center, 
companies must be open to a great variety of 
information sources. To take a classic example, 
Xerox was for decades mesmerized by IBM 
and Kodak — new competitors in photocopiers 
that also were its neighbors in upstate New 
York.  Only because of its joint venture with Fuji 
in Japan did it finally become aware, reluctantly, 
that a new breed of competitors, led by Canon, 
was emerging in Japan and mounting a very 
fundamental challenge to Xerox’s very existence.   
 
Strategic agility requires strategic processes 
to be decentralized, distributed, internally 
participative, and (selectively) externally open.   
IBM provides a tangible example.  They have 
replaced the traditional executive committee at 
the top of the organization with three different 
teams.  The first is operational, basically led by 
operational managers, closest in composition 
to an operating committee.  Then there is 
a technology and innovation team, and a 
strategy team. Each of the three teams includes 
key people from the top of the organization, 
but also a selection of the best and brightest 
younger executives in the organization.  There 
is a rotating membership, so that every year 
half of the members on a given team are 
replaced.  But it is not a “let’s meet to take on 
this or that assignment” situation.  It is a full-
time or nearly full-time appointment — the 
individuals involved are detached from their 
usual responsibilities for two years. 

Strategic processes that are more 

open to external and internal 

inputs are needed to increase 

strategic alertness.

Another important thing to mention is that 
alertness is partly the result of entertaining 
contradictory goals and tensions. SAP, 
for example, has been managing a major 
transition.  They decided to move from 
serving Fortune 1000 companies to also 
serving one or two hundred thousand smaller 
or mid-size enterprises.  For the traditional 
software development engineers at company 
headquarters in Walldorf, that meant providing 
Internet-based service that would be even 
better than the in-person service they were 
providing onsite to a small group of large 
corporate clients.   
 
Establishing Internet-based services to a large 
number of smaller corporate customers was a 
complementary goal for SAP, one that created 
tons of tension in the organization.  Making 
it happen was complex because some of the 
new Internet models were coming from the 
periphery of the organization, mostly from 
acquisitions and R&D work in California.  They 
challenged the beliefs, practices, and status 
of the traditional research and development 
establishment in Walldorf.   That has created a 
high level of internal tension, but also a high 
level of strategic alertness over the past few 
years. [Similarly, for decades Intel has maintained 
a tension between the chipmaking side of 
its organization, essentially very competitive, 
and the chipset development and platform 
organization, much more open to collaboration.] 
 
SAP created a so called “corporate consulting 
team,” a group of around 30 people recruited 
at a relatively young age from consulting 
and investment banking.  This is somewhat 
similar to what IBM has been experimenting 
with, assigning youger “best and brightest” 
executives to its three corporate teams, 
with similar effects.  I asked SAP’s CEO Dr. 
Kagermann about the main contribution of 
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young people in key assignments and got an 
interesting answer.  “They are very bright,” he 
said. “They bring in lots of new ideas.”   But 
then another SAP executive added something 
more intriguing: “They keep us honest.” By this 
he meant that not only did they feed insightful 
information and analyses to the top team, they 
also checked on the quality and openness of 
the strategic dialogue at the top.

Increasing strategic alertness 

typically requires increasing 

internal tension —  which often 

comes from including more 

people and younger people in 

strategic discussions.  

Our conclusion from this and other 
companies’ experience is that the quality of 
dialogue created is quite critical. It is almost 
as if the leaders at the top have to operate 
in a kind of fish-bowl.  Ideally, increased 
visibility and increased tension lead to 
increased strategic alertness.

You are discussing ways to increase 
strategic sensitivity?

I am.  There are many ways to achieve 
this; I have just mentioned a few. 
In our book, we break every driver 
of strategic agility into component 
parts, but then it quickly becomes 
relatively complex, as shown in Figure 
5 and explained in much more detail 
in Fast Strategy.
 
We have very specific findings behind 
each of these points, which obviously 
we do not have time to discuss today.  
Table 5 provides just a brief look at 
two issues, in two companies.   For 
example, Henning Kagermann at SAP 
increased the freedom to speak, the 
ability to disagree, and so on.  These 

are critical to internal dialogue. We provide 
many more details in the book so that it is 
possible to get a sense of similarities (and 
differences) across companies. As academic 
researchers we then want to articulate this 
in a more rigorous fashion, as a model or as 
a framework.  Hopefully others will also be 
interested in following up on this line  
of inquiry.

What about resource fluidity?

There are all kinds of organizational 
mechanisms that need attention if an 
organization is to create the building blocks 
required for strategic agility.  You can think 
in terms of a LEGO ® block metaphor.  An 
organization has to be able to be assembled, 
disassembled, reconfigured in various 
outcomes, around key processes and 
information systems, producing various 
products, using various structures.  All of this 
allows the company to make rapid entry and 
rapid exit in specific businesses or specific 
types of activities.  The process also needs 
greater mobility of people and greater 
mobility of knowledge.  
 
I can provide an overview of the ways Nokia 
reorganized itself in trying to be more market 

© Yves Doz and Mikko Kosonen, Fast Strategy, Wharton School Publishing, 2008

Heightened 
Strategic Alertness

Quality of dialogue

- Stretched goals/CEO promises

- Multidimensional organization

- Assigned designated corporate 
and business level strategists to 
drive and facilitate corporate-wide 
strategic collaboration with key 
partners

- Corporate strategy Group (30 
person strong internal consultancy 
team) recruited from consulting 
and investment banking to improve 
the quality of strategic dialogue, 
common frameworks and concepts 
that allow rich interpretations of 
strategic issues in a common 
language

- Create an environment where 
everybody has the freedom to 
speak up, criticize, be out of the 
box 
Discuss first as a team at the top
“Openness to disagree forces a 
true team”

- Stretched goals/CEO promises

- Open ‘business’ definition — 
Life goes Mobile

- Systematic recruitment from 
other businesses

- Strategic agenda: 10 major 
strategic issues that are 
continuously followed on 
emerging technologies, 
business models, and other 
important trends relevant for 
more than one business group

- ‘Hand- pick’ 10 of the most 
capable individuals from any 
part of the organization to 
work on selected vision themes

- Strategy process involving 
thousands of people, 
supported by web -based 
dialoguing tools

SAP

Table 5: A peek into the microscope

NOKIA
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oriented and less product oriented, while 
simultaneously trying to migrate from just 
making phones to becoming a multimedia 
company and a service provider.  Strategists 
reorganized marketing and business planning 
activities into what they call “value domains,” 
which are much more market oriented. 
Then, having essentially broken up some 
unitary sales and marketing organizations, 
having taken away from the idea of products 
to encourage thinking about value for 
customers and consumers, the company is 
continuing to experiment with realignments. 
It is taking years, many years. 

Rebuilding resource fluidity 

requires a slow process of 

modularizing resources.

This is important.  The process of becoming 
fast is a slow process. It takes a lot of 
cognitive work to rebuild strategic sensitivity.  
It takes a lot of organizational work to 
rebuild resource fluidity, create common 
business infrastructures, create modular 
organizations, and modular elements of 
business systems. 

Leadership unity would seem to be 
a necessary force pulling disparate 
resources together. 

That is true, and creating leadership unity 
that is interpersonal and relational is also 
a slow process.  It usually requires a mix of 
the intellectual and emotional, almost a 
psycho-dynamic intervention. We find that 
it is essential to have coaching, monitoring, 
and advising on different ways of working 
together at the top of the organization.  
 
The critical point is that the top team must 
be able to function as a true team. That may 
sound like a tautology, but it is not. In most 
organizations I know, the closer you get to 
the top, the less teamwork there is. The more 

you find a tight one-on-one relationship 
between the CEO and trusted barons, who 
essentially each run in their own fiefdoms 
(perhaps regional, functional, product lines or 
business), the less likely that the organization 
will enjoy the leadership unity needed to 
create agility.  
 
Typically, corporate reward systems operate to 
the detriment of collective decisions because 
they emphasize strategic performance, 
discipline, and control.  That encourages the 
standoffish behavior I already described in 
some detail.  In all the agile companies that 
we studied, we found a shift in incentives at 
the top from strategic performance to overall 
corporate performance. It varied from company 
to company, it was perhaps fifty-fifty at HP and 
perhaps a 100% at SAP, but clearly there is a 
realignment of incentive systems to create more 
cohesive leadership. 

Incentives at the top of agile 

corporations create cohesive and 

adaptive leadership teams.

There is also an interesting shift in the kind 
of leaders companies are choosing.  Think of 
Samuel Palmisano, CEO at IBM, as compared 
to his predecessor Louis Gerstner.  Think of 
Henning Kagermann, CEO at SAP, compared to 
Hasso Plattner.  Think of Olli-Pekka Kallasvuo 
of Nokia, as compared to Jorma Ollila.  
 
On television, Gerstner, Plattner, and Ollila 
were much more exciting types than their 
successors.  However, when it actually comes 
to creating the collective, participative 
processes needed to make an organization 
work, our conclusion was that the duller, 
quieter successors were actually a lot more 
effective than more flamboyant leaders.  A 
very peculiar form of leadership is developing.  
It is not quite servant leadership.  It is a 
more complex form.  We call it “adaptive 
leadership.” It is essentially the capacity to 
help teams work as a collective. 
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You overall message must be that 
all three things need to work 
together?

In summary, we found that strategic agility 
results from strategic sensitivity, and needs to 
be combined with resource fluidity as well as 
leadership unity. Figure 6 has two little x’s 
that are multiplicative signs, meaning that 
any one positive factor without the other 
two, or even two without the third, does 
not get you there. If one of them is zero, the 
sum is zero.  Or, if one of them is very low, 
the whole thing becomes very low.  That is 
essentially our strongest set of findings. 
 
From a broader perspective, we believe that 
agility is required to achieve two things that 
are increasingly important in a globalizing 
economy, but are very difficult to address 
simultaneously.  On the one hand, companies 
have to become more entrepreneurial.   
They must recognize new opportunities 
and respond to them before others do.  
On the other hand, strategic continuity is 
required to help the organization’s many 
stakeholders understand their relationship 
to the organization and to improve 
operational performance.  
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How does an organization become healthy again? What is the equivalent for 

companies to your doctor telling you as an individual that you should stop smoking 

and drinking, start exercising, avoid stress?  We found that rebuilding strategic 

sensitivity calls for a lot of intellectual and cognitive work.  It calls for really slowly, 

painfully reshaping the way a fairly large group of senior executives and managers in 

an organization relate to create their own future.   

 

It is particularly 

interesting that emotional 

issues are at the heart of 

this transition, as shown 

in Figure 7. Mikko and 

I feel strongly that the 

real energy for strategic 

agility comes from 

emotional commitment.   

Yet emotion tends 

to be neglected in 

organizations.  Many 

executives feel that 

playing on emotions is too 

dangerous, while others 

have a sense that it is 

not proper to talk about 

emotions. For these and 

other reasons emotions are ignored.  

 

There is equal neglect from academics.  Not enough research has been done on 

emotional commitment in organizations. And therefore we have tended to focus 

too much on extrinsic rather than intrinsic rewards.  But extrinsic rewards in most 

organizations are relatively primitive for two reasons.  First measurement is difficult. 

Second and more important, thinking about extrinsic rewards leads to a very cynical 

view of the human being, a very mechanistic view of the human being.  

 

So one last comment for both executives and researchers: Do not ignore the  

emotional dimension!

 % Challenge for Practice & 

$Key Research Issue:
           Pay attention to emotion
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Laudatio for Professor  
Karim R. Lakhani  
by Professor Ralf Reichwald

Professor Karim Lakhani and Ralf 
Reichwald

I am very glad 
to announce the 
first winner of 
the TUM Research 
Excellence Award 
supported by the 
Peter Pribilla 
Foundation , 
Karim Lakhani. 
Karim is an 
assistant professor 
in the Technology 
and Operations 
Management Unit 
at the Harvard 
Business School. 

He received his Ph.D. in management from 
the MIT Sloan School of Management in 2006. 
He also holds a Master’s of Science degree in 
Technology and Policy from MIT (1999), and 
a Bachelor’s degree in Electrical Engineering 
and Management from McMaster University in 
Canada (1993). 

Before his graduate studies, Karim worked 
for General Electric Medical Systems in 
Canada, where he was a member of GE’s 
Technical Leadership Program and had roles 
in radiological systems sales, marketing, and 
new product introduction.   He also worked 
as a consultant in The Boston Consulting 
Group with clients in the technology and 
communications, pharmaceuticals and 
biotechnology, financial services, and 
consumer goods sectors. He was a founding 
member of BCG’s Strategy Practice Leadership 
team and his peers liked him so much that 
they did not let him leave BCG while doing his 
Ph.D. studies at MIT. In Europe it is common 
that consultants at a large consultancy get 
a sabbatical to study for a Ph.D., but in the 
United States this model is unknown.  Karim 
was the only consultant on the BCG payroll 
enjoying university research as his project.

During his research at MIT he made some 
great achievements.  Under the mentorship 
of Professor Eric von Hippel, who I should say 
excused himself from the evaluation of this 
candidate because of their past connections, 
Karim was one of the first scholars to discover 
that the internet economy is not just changing 
the way products are being marketed and 
distributed, but also changing how products 
are invented and developed. 

At a time when open source software was 
an obscure idea for many among us, Karim 
Lakhani investigated the emergence of 
open source software communities and their 
unique innovation and product development 
activities. Many people describe Linus Torvalds, 
the inventor of Linux, as the key figure in 
open source.  Karim Lakhani suggested instead 
that it is the periphery of average, unknown, 
and sometimes even silly users who make the 
most important contributions to the further 
development of software and other open 
innovation projects.  

In their evaluation, the award committee 
of the TUM Research Excellence Award also 
honored Karim’s ability to dissiminate his 
research and make it accessible to students 
and practitioners.  For example, he managed 
to convince the Harvard Business School Press 
that his case study with Andrew McAfee on 
Wikipedia should be released under a Open 
Source License — making it the first (and only, 
as far I know) openly available Harvard case.  

In a recent discussion, Karim characterized 
the open innovation model as a prototypical 
example of collective intelligence. I believe the 
major contribution of his work is to describe 
how this new model works.  Karim calls 
“broadcasting problems” the key mechanism 
of open innovation. Instead of assigning a 
problem to the best specialists (as typically 
happens in organizations), broadcasting 
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means that a problem is communicated to a 
large open network of potential contributors 
who self select whether they should work 
on a given issue or not.  “Crowdsourcing” 
is another description of this process.  Jeff 
Howe, a journalist at WIRED magazine, 
should get an award for coining this 
powerful term.  But Karim Lakhani was one 
of the first scholars to look at the mechanism 
from the perspective of innovation and 
technology management, focusing on the 
economic consequences of distributed 
problem solving.

 With research in biotechnology, life 
sciences, and industrial chemicals, Professor 
Lakhani has developed a stream of studies 
on distributed innovation systems and the 
movement of innovative activity to the 
edges of organizations and beyond — into 
communities outside of organizational 
boundaries.  Probably his best known 
research, and also the core intellectual 
achievement recognized by the award 
committee, is a study of InnoCentive, a 
company that posts scientific problem to 
the collective intelligence of over a hundred 
thousand scientists.  Karim’s study of their 
success illustrates the potential financial 
rewards of broadcasting problems. 

In this research, which was part of his 
Ph.D. thesis, Karim shows that disclosure of 
problem information to a large group of 
scientists solved one-third of the problems 
that large, well-known R & D-intensive firms 
had been unsuccessful in solving internally.  
Success was found to be associated with 
the ability to attract specialists with a range 
of diverse scientific interests.   Open or 
distributed innovation, in other words, has 
the capacity to transfer knowledge from one 
field to other. Furthermore, successful solvers 
often provide solutions to problems at the 
boundary of or even outside of their fields 
of expertise.  Thus, distributed innovation 
allows experts to apply their intelligence to 
problems they would be unlikely to see in a 
traditional firm, even the most innovative. 

Free information sharing and undirected 
problem solving amongst scientists are 
supposed to be core norms of the scientific 

community.  However, many studies have shown 
that these norms are not universal. Lack of 
openness and transparency means that scientific 
problem solving is typically constrained to a few 
scientists who work in secret and rarely leverage 
the entire accumulation of scientific knowledge 
available.  Karim Lakhani shows us that openness 
is an important — and economic profitable — 
alternative that we should care about.

Karim Lakhani’s work also has important 
implications for the filed of leadership. One 
of the biggest issues facing the widespread 
use of distributed innovation tools in 
companies is that managers often do not 
want to use them. They typically feel that 
using outside knowledge, especially when 
gathered without traditional contracting 
mechanisms, contradicts their perceptions 
about good managers. A good manager, it 
is often assumed, should focus on growing 
and nurturing his or her own employees — 
utilizing their capabilities in the interest of the 
firm. Good managers are primed by the notion 
of a “war for talent,” therefore they should 
recruit the best people for their  
own organization.

But Karim’s research shows us that it is often 
an external actor who can make the best 
contribution to solving a given problem, and 
further that no organization can employ the 
large number of people who might have the 
expertise needed to solve problems over time.  
Leadership research has to address this new 
paradigm. There are three basic questions:  
First, how to incentivize an organization’s best 
research scientists to ask better questions of 
outsiders instead of sitting in the lab trying to 
solve problems themselves?  Second, how to lead 
external actors?  Third, how to bring external 
knowledge inside the corporation without 
falling prey to the not-invented-here syndrome?  

At this point, Karim Lakhani’s research 
opens an entire new stream for work at the 
border between leadership and innovation 
— an area that also is in the center of other 
activities supported by the Peter Pribilla 
Foundation .  It should be clear that the 
recipient of the first research award funded 
by the foundation honors research that is very 
timely, highly original, rigorous, AND relevant.  
I am very pleased to present Karim Lakhani. 
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Perspectives on Organizing
Distributed Innovation 
Karim R. Lakhani is an assistant professor in the Technology and Operations 

Management Unit at Harvard Business School. His scholarly work focuses on the 

management of technological innovation and product development in firms and 

communities, with special attention given to the emergence of open source software 

communities and their unique innovation and product development strategies.  He is 

co-editor of Perspectives on Free and Open Source Software (MIT Press, 2005) and co-

founder of the MIT-based Open Source research community and web portal.

Professor Lakhani has been recently quoted in Business Week, The New York Times, 

Inc., Fast Company, Science, and the Washington Post in articles that address the 

movement of innovation to the edges of organizations.  The word identifying his blog, 

http://spoudaiospaizen.net/, can be translated as “serious play.”

If fifteen years ago you had gone to SAP, Microsoft, or Oracle and said that 
a bunch of “strangers” on the internet will get together somehow and 
start creating software without any direct monetary incentives, without 
traditional managerial controls, and without any long-term plans, they 
would have just laughed at you, saying there is no way that would happen. 
But today we see that open source software communities have become a 
legitimate and important component in the way software gets developed.  
It has surprised us all to see this new form of organization appear and do so 
well. It is even more surprising that the biggest companies in the world, like 
IBM, are now participating in these communities and releasing code, their 
own property, back to the community.  Economists didn’t anticipate that. 
Sociologists didn’t anticipate that. 

My interest in this phenomenon comes from my experience working with GE. You may remember 
GE’s slogan that “We bring good things to life.”  Certainly we felt in the Medical Systems Division 
where I worked that we brought good things to life. But we had a few clients who were basically 
two years ahead of our own engineering schedule. They were innovating in communities that we 
knew almost nothing about.  This reality never fit my model of how research or innovation gets 
done and it did not fit anyone else’s model either.  I tried to solve the puzzle of how and why 
innovation happens outside of organizations when I went back to school to get my doctorate.  

To describe a way of innovating that has been almost invisible until recently, let me distinguish  
two leadership models for organizing innovation. One will be very familiar to you, one not so. 
The familiar model is exemplified by Bill Gates, who in 1976 wrote this letter to the hobbyist (or 
hacker) community that was using/creating new software.
 

Will quality software be written for the [hacker] market?.... [M]ost of you steal your 
software.... What [hacker] can put 3-man years into programming, finding all bugs, 
documenting his product and distribute for free? .... Most directly the thing you do is theft. 

Professor Karim Lakhani
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Nothing would please me more than being able to hire ten programmers and deluge the [hacker] 
market with good software.  (Bill Gates, 1976)

Gates achieved near dominance in the software industry by understanding network economics and 
creating a firm that was highly disciplined and motivated to win. But this centralized view is not 
the only model for software development or dominance.  About sixteen years later Linus Torvalds 
articulated a different, distributed vision.  Writing to a user network on the internet, to no one in 
particular, he starts off:

Hello Netlanders, do you pine for the nice days of minix-1.1, when men were men and wrote their 
own device drivers? Are you without a nice project and just dying to cut your teeth on an OS you 
can try to modify for your needs?... I´m doing a free operating system, just a hobby, won´t be big 
and professional. I´d like any feedback on things people like/dislike. This is a program for hackers 
by a hacker. I´ve enjoyed doing it, and somebody might enjoy looking at it and even modifying it 
for their own needs. Drop me a line if you are willing to let me use your code. (Linus Torvalds)

Two very different perspectives: one about “You steal my software (and) I’m going to hire ten 
programmers and deluge the marketplace” another about “Write your own code and send it to me. It´s 
a hobby; won’t be big and professional.”   Both models have been extremely successful.  Microsoft is 
one of the most successful organizations in the world. But what Linus Torvalds did as a young software 
developer is also quite revolutionary.  He changed how people think about software development.  
More generally, Torvalds fundamentally changed how people can think about innovation.  

The open source model fundamentally changed  

how people can think about innovation

I think Torvalds’ impact will be as lasting as Bill Gate’s.  However, we can already see how these two 
really different perspectives can co-exist as well as be competitive, even though they are two very 
different logics about how innovation gets done.  Over time Microsoft has actually embraced open 
source, pushed in part by the European Union, which is trying to raise understanding of the potential 
of free and open source software (F/OSS).   
 
For a picture of this change, consider Jim Allchin, Group Vice President for the Platforms Group (the group 
responsible for Vista and Windows XP among many other things).  In February 2001 Allchin actually said:  

Open Source is an intellectual property destroyer. I can´t imagine something that could be worse 
for the software business and the IT business.... I worry if government encourages Open Source. 
I don´t think we have done enough education of policy makers to understand the threat. (Jim 
Allchin, Microsoft, 2001)

While this statement makes it very clear what Allchin thought about the threat from open source and 
what that would mean to Microsoft and their business in 2001, three years later he had changed his 
mind completely:  

This is a rant, I´m sorry, I am not sure how.... [Microsoft] lost sight of what matters to our 
customers (both business and home), but in my view we lost our way....  I would buy a Mac today 
if I was not working at Microsoft....  Apple did not lose their way. (Jim Allchin, 2004) 

This is an acknowledgement from within Microsoft that open source is a model of knowledge 
development that has the potential to change the way we think about innovation. What’s interesting 
is that the core operation of the Mac is BSD, a free and open source operating system. I have an 
iPhone with me. If you check its licences, you will find ten pages devoted to the Open Source licences 
the iPhone uses as well. So even proprietary products use open source code.  No wonder Allchin said 
in 2004: “If we are to rise to the challenge of Linux and Apple, we need to start taking lessons.”
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What are the principles of open 
source innovation?

You can get a sense of some open source 
principles, extracted from a lot of work that 
many people have done in the field, in Figure 1.
 
Starting on the left, this is a development 
paradigm that encourages engagement.  Its 
behavioural norms ask people to participate. 
Modularity is also very important because it 
allows large projects to be disaggregated and 
enables many people to work on smaller tasks. 
Underneath both modularity and participation 
are a lot of collective practices that create a 
network and make it effective.  
 
In terms of the resource model, intrinsic 
motivation is the biggest driver of open source 
development.  People write code for fun, for 
enjoyment.  I was never a good coder as an 
electrical engineer; I did not think coding was 
fun.  But there are many people in the world 
who enjoy and even love coding.  Part of that 
emotion is a sense of community.  Coders feel 
they belong to a community and to belong 
means the obligation to give and to receive.  
Coders reciprocate.  That connects them to 
each other.  

Peer leadership is equally important.  
Leaders have to do the work in open source 
development.  They can´t sit on the mountain 

and direct the staff and tell people what to do 
(as they do in the traditional model).  Leaders 
actually have to engage and contribute to the 
work themselves.  In the process, a common 
vision of the work emerges. 

Enjoyment, participation, 

reciprocity, and peer leadership 

are core characteristics of  

open source development

There is more to be said about the interactive 
architecture of open source. It requires open 
intellectual property.  People say “It’s about 
free speech and not free beer.”  Free beer 
might be the outcome, but free speech is 
the core of what is going on. Further, the 
infrastructure is such that the conversations, the 
emails, and so on are all focused on the work 
itself. Finally, there is an open organization, 
not one characterized by silos.  These highly 
interconnected principles are the driving factors 
that allow open source communities to make 
innovative contributions. 

What motivates the ‘hackers’ who 
contribute to open source projects?

Many observers ask why people participate 
in distributed innovation.  They want to 
know why people are working for free with 
no guarantee of reward.  The studies that I 
have done show that contributors often focus 
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on the highly creative nature of the work, 
as shown in Figure 2.  This is significant, 
of course, because it is what organizations 
seeking innovative inputs need as well.

When asked what motivates them to 
participate in open source projects, the 
answers are basically “I enjoy it. I´m building 
skills. I have freedom to do what I want to do. 
And by the way, sometimes I have a real need 
for the software.  I can´t get it anywhere else, 
so I do it myself.”  In short, in addition to fun, 
increasing knowledge is the biggest benefit 
they see for themselves, while the biggest 
cost that occurs to them is lack of sleep.  

Central members of a successful open source 
community voluntarily spend a significant 
amount of time, about 15 to 20 hours a week 
on average, on projects.  Most of them are 
not freshmen studying at MIT or some other 
technical college.  They are not working 
in their basements. They are actually IT 
professionals who have a lot of experience 
writing code.  They participate for pleasure 
and because they have an actual need for the 
projects they work on.

What is the community’s role in 
motivating input? 

As I already said, there is strong community 
identification.  Participants in open source 
projects feel they belong to the hacker 

community.  It is highly global.  And again, peer 
leadership drives participation.   
 
The compelling nature of open source 
involvement is summarized in Figure 3. When 
I ask people about the projects they work 
on, about 62% say this project is as creative 
as, or the most creative thing, I have ever 
worked on my life. Now again for some of us, 
programming may not be so creative, certainly 
not for me, but for many hackers this seems to 
be a great outlet. To provide a platform to do 
that is highly important. It is the same thing as 
Sudoku.  Many people just love to do Sudoku. 
I´m terrible at it, but for other people it is a 
creative outlet.  So imagine open source as 
Sudoku being done on a very large scale.  

People also say: 

•	 When I program I lose track of time 
(6%) 

•	 With one more hour in the day I 
would spend it programming (60%)

•	 Almost half of them say it’s like 
composing music or poetry (48.4%).

This high engagement is a key factor driving 
participation.  Somehow the community creates 
an energizing setting that is rarely available in 
the more traditional model of work I outlined 
at the beginning of these remarks.   

What do leaders of distributed 
innovation do?

The role of leaders is very different in the two 
models of innovation and development we are 
discussing.  The new leadership model can be 
introduced with an email posting by Rik van Riel, 
who is a core member of the Linux community 
and also a developer at  high-tech firms:  

 
“It seems like Linux really isn´t 
going anywhere in particular and 
seems to make progress through 
sheer luck.”
(Rik van Riel)
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He´s saying “I don´t know what’s happening —  
we’re just lucky it’s going on.”   

But  Linus Torvalds, the one person who might 
be considered the leader of open source, 
responds (in several emails in a longer thread): 

 
“Hey that’s not a problem, that’s a 
FEATURE!” [his emphasis]
(Linus Torvalds)

 
He’s saying that sheer luck is the mechanism 
that ensures the Linux system survives.  Just 
think how contrary that is.  If you were to ask 
a leader at Microsoft or SAP “Are you making 
progress because of luck or because of your big 
vision?” they would almost certainly say “It´s 
my vision that drives me.”  Linus, in contrast, 
is very honest about how the alternative 
leadership system works.  He says: 

 
“Do I direct some stuff? Yes. But, 
quite frankly, so do many others….
And a lot of companies are part of 
the evolution whether they realize 
it or not. And all the users end up 
being part of the ´fitness testing´...
A strong vision and a sure hand 
sound good on paper. It´s just that 
I have never met a technical person 
(including me) whom I would trust 
to know what is really the right 
thing to do in the long run.” 

Talk about being honest, right? Torvalds says: 

“Too strong a strong vision can kill 
you — you´ll walk right over the 
edge firm in the knowledge of the 
path in front of you...”

He is being totally honest about his own 
limitations, the limitations of those around him, 
and the implications of that reality for what’s 
going on. Again this is someone who has won 
many awards, who is at the forefront of this 
movement, and he´s saying:

 
“I´d much rather have “Brownian 
motion” where a lot of microscopic 

directed improvements end up 
pushing the system slowly in a 
direction that none of the individual 
developers really had the vision to 
see on their own.”
(Linus Torvalds)

What can people in business learn 
from these experts in open source 
development?

We don´t teach “Brownian Motion Management” 
at the Harvard Business School; we don´t know 
what that means. But by thinking about and 
studying what is going on we might be able 
to start making some progress. Certainly we 
see (as in many other situations) that practice 
actually leads theory.  By studying open source 
communities we should be able to make some 
progress in describing a new model, a new logic 
of innovation. 
 
One thing that is being used to explain why 
distributed innovation succeeds is “Joy´s Law.”  
Bill Joy, Co-Founder of Sun Microsystems and 
key contributor to many innovative projects, 
famously said:  

No matter who you are, most of the 
smartest people work for someone 
else.
(Bill Joy, Sun Microsystems)

This is anathema to most executives. Let me 
show you what it looks like using data that I 
collected while working at BCG.  Figure 4 shows 
a network of scientific papers published in one 
field of neuroscience. We simply went into 
Pubmed, which is a database for all sorts of 
biological publications, and retrieved all articles 
that were related to that field of expertise via 
key words.  We found 6,000 articles by 10,000 
people in a 2 year time period. The red links in 
Figure 4 are citations amongst the papers; the 
blue ones connect authors. 

We were working with a company that thought 
they were at the core of the scientific area we 
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studied. They thought they were leading the 
field.  When we put the data together, we saw 
that they were in the small cluster in green on 
the right of the figure.  You can see the rest of 
the world in this figure —  illustrating Bill Joy’s 
notion that most of the smart people work for 
someone else.   
 
What is the explanation for this? One important 
observation (in 1945) comes from an economist: 

Knowledge is unevenly distributed
(Frederick Hayek)  

Hayek’s core insight made him push 
for a market based economy without 
a centralized plan. His notion was that 
society can in no way aggregate all the 
knowledge that is out there.   Self-selection, 
people deciding what knowledge they 
need, making their own decisions, is what 
happens.  
 
Further, as Eric von Hippel’s work has 
shown:   

Knowledge is sticky
(Eric von Hippel) 

It´s hard to move knowledge from one place to 
another place and thus the locus of innovation 
shifts to where knowledge is the stickiest. 
 
The point is that knowledge held at one point 
in Figure 4, which might be very relevant 
to someone at another point, can be very 
hard to access or even identify.  That helps us 
understand the importance of Joy´s Law.  When 
Joy says that most of the smart people work 
for someone else, it´s not because companies 
are hiring dumb people.  It´s not because 
employees in any given firm are not smart.  It’s 
because of the nature of knowledge. Getting 
hold of it is tough. It is unevenly distributed 
and sticky. 

How can companies access 
needed knowledge beyond their 
boundaries?

One contribution of the open source model of 
knowledge management is to reveal the benefits 
of problem broadcasting: reveal to the outside 
world the problems you are working on and 
invite external individuals to help you solve the 
problem. In other words: embrace transparency!  

Figure 4: Law in Life Sciences Research
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In Figure 5 we see an open source network.  
Over 8,000 email messages were exchanged 
in this community over one month. Every 
message went to everyone else and anybody 
could participate. The plot of what took place 
uses red dots to identify core members. The 
blue dots are pretty active; the grey dots not 
so much.  The people in the center participated 
the most, but the network was open and 
transparent.  That enabled people to solve 
problems that they didn´t know about before 
receiving an email message.  They contributed 
to the knowledge base as it was produced. 

Figure 4 is ex post, it shows what needs 
to happen in a traditional knowledge 
development effort after information 
was exchanged.  If the people publishing 
the work shown in Figure 4 had been 
communicating in the way we see in Figure 
5, if people had broadcasted their interests 
before papers were published and shared 
knowledge beforehand, as it is in open 
source communities, we might see very 
different outcomes from academic  research.

Can you provide other examples of 
open source development?

I’ve described how well distributed innovation 
works in software development.  We are 
seeing similar things happen in Wikipedia.  
Once again, if you had asked somebody in 

2001 about the idea of a 
free encyclopedia to which 
anybody could contribute, 
nobody would have agreed 
that idea would succeed.  
Now we know this is one of 
the most frequently searched 
sites on the internet. 
 
Another interesting example 
of open development is the 
Myelin Repair Foundation.  
This is a nonprofit drug 
discovery foundation.  
Their vision is to create 

a treatment for multiple sclerosis, and they 
compete against the pharma companies 
as a nonprofit.  Their idea is to force early 
collaboration across entire scientific teams, and 
they are making quick progress.  
 
A third example is InnoCentive. Basically this 
company takes one portion of the open source 
idea, the public broadcasting of knowledge, 
and has made it into a business.  InnoCentive is 
a knowledge broker. They work with companies 
to post scientific problems and say now much 
an answer would be worth. They often shield 
the identity of the company broadcasting 
requests because there may be a problem of 
intellectual property.   

We discussed InnoCentive in the 
Peter Pribilla meetings of 2007.  
Can you say more about how this 
organization works? 

Here is a sample problem from InnoCentive:  
Find a way to synthesize this acid:

The problem was posted on June 2001 with 
a solution deadline of November 2001. The 

Figure 5: Problem Broadcasting and Transparency 
Key to Open Source Success
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seeker offered $25,000 as reward.  They also 
posted these solution criteria:

•	 Synthesize the chemical in two steps  
or fewer

•	 80% overall yield

•	 95% purity

•	 At a cost of less than $100/kg 

•	 Submit as proof of solution two grams 
of off-white solvent.  

Here is what happened: 221 individuals 
expressed an interest in solving the problem 
and created “project rooms.” You cannot 
imagine any company (even a very large global 
corporation) assigning over 200 independent 
people to look at a micro-problem like this 
internally, so that is the first leveraging effect 
of the distributed innovation model.   
 
For the problem we’re discussing, more than 
ten independent trials from seven countries 
were submitted for analysis.  A retired scientist, 
Dr. Werner Mueller, who had set up a wet lab 
in his backyard came up with the answer.  He 
solved the posted problem because he already 
knew how to solve it.  He had been in the R&D 
department of his company, but found that 
as he went up the corporate hierarchy, he did 
less and less chemistry, thus he had been doing 
chemistry as a hobby.   

So how well does the InnoCentive model work 
in aggregate?  

•	 Firms have typically spent between six 
months and two years trying to solve 
the problem internally

•	 They offer on average of $30,000 for a 
solution

•	 Solutions are either “reduction to 
practice,” as in this case where they 
wanted solvers to send the chemical 
solution, or a paper solution 

•	 Typically solvers need to submit a solution 
in about six months of initial posting. 

Research I have done with colleagues shows 
that about 30% of the problems that could not 

be solved in company labs were solved by the 
broader community InnoCentive has created. 
Here is a second interesting observation: Many 
times the seeking company discovers that there 
are multiple pathways to solving a problem and 
they want to own all these solutions so they 
give out multiple awards to a posted problem.
 
Other patterns shown by my research on 
InnoCentive includes these interesting 
observations: 

•	 On average 240 individuals examine a 
problem statement

•	 10 solutions are submitted per 
problem

•	 The winner spends about two weeks 
or 74 hours of time to come up with 
the solution

•	 Only two thirds of the people 
submitting successful solutions have 
PhDs in a scientific discipline.

Can you say more about  the 
characteristics of winning  
problem solvers?

Intrinsic motivation matters, as I said before. It 
is problem solving, enjoying problem solving, 
and the challenge of learning that drives 
participation.  Money also matters. But what’s 
interesting in our analysis is that the money 
component and the intrinsic motivation were 
negatively correlated. One set of actors are in it 
for the money and another set of actors are in it 
for the fun of it.  Most open source communities 
don´t care; you come for whatever reason you 
want, they just want your talent. 
 
But what’s most interesting is that when we 
asked “Is the problem you solved inside of your 
expertise, at the boundary of your expertise, or 
outside of your expertise?”  We found that the 
solvers who said the problem was further from 
their field of expertise were more likely to be 
the winning solvers.
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People who solve problems 

company R&D labs found 

intractable often have  

expertise outside of the  

expected problem domain.

Let me give another example.  InnoCentive 
received a question about a puzzling 
toxicology result in a new drug development 
program.  Toxicology experts from the firm 
could not make sense of it.  The outside 
toxicology experts they called in could 
not solve the puzzle.   When the problem 
was posted on InnoCentive, a protein 
crystallographer provided an answer.  She 
had no background in toxicology. Her PhD 
in crystallography led her to interpret the 
problem on the basis of crystallography 
principles and she solved it on that basis. The 
toxicologists never thought that this was a 
crystallography problem. She saw the problem 
and said “AH! One week and I can have 
an answer for your apparently intractable 
problem.” 

In short, crossing fields of knowledge is 
often key to innovation. Of course the 
puzzled toxicologists could have said to their 
neighbors in a lab next door, who might 
be crystallographers, “I have this problem 
please have a look.”  If that had happened, 
they might have stumbled on the solution 
that InnoCentive provided.  But that never 
happens.  Internal broadcasting of problems is 
very, very rare. 

What is your concluding advice for 
companies?

Let me end with a picture of distributed 
collaboration. In InnoCentive, independent 
people are competing for a prize and one (or 
perhaps several) winners are selected at the 
end of a contest. But some recent analysis 
in other settings shows that when you have 
massive collaboration, you get an even 

greater improvement in performance.  

Figure 6 shows data from a company called 
MathWorks.  They create mathematical 
simulation software, and every six months 
they run a fun contest where coding 
is required to solve a relatively hard 
mathematical optimization problem.   
Every single point in the figure represents  
a coding entry.  But the interesting feature of 
the contest is that anybody can look at any 
previous entry, modify it, and then resubmit 
it. It’s a Wiki-like programming contest. You 
look at a programming entry, say “Oh that’s 
very interesting, let me take that code, let  
me add a bit of my own, and then submit a  
new solution.”

In this contest the lower the score the better 
the outcome.  In the contest shown, we 
observe that over a one week period of time 
more than 100 individuals participated by 
submitting code.  The contest received over 
3000 entries and the collective performance 
of the code improved by two orders of 
magnitude. The red line represents the best 
code at any given point in time. Yi Cao, the 
winner, lives in the UK.  His code included 
contributions from 32 other people. 
 
This is the future.  This is what we see so clearly 
in open source.  I think it is the future for 
many innovation activities — where we will 
see collaboration amongst many individuals 
and organizations to help solve some of the 
toughest challenges facing our societies. 
How can we enable transparency inside 
organizations and across organizations so that 
they can get this kind of benefit? 
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Challenge  
for Practice:
Learning to post problems  
to a diverse group of  
potential solvers 
 My data suggests there are several significant variables that 
explain which problems get solved in distributed innovation 
systems.  Perhaps most important:

The more heterogeneous the population of scientists 
that is attacking a problem, the more likely that the 
problem is solved. 

Diversity of intellectual ability matters a lot. You just don´t 
get that very often in the traditional model of knowledge 
development.  On their own, people are specialists.  What 
you see at InnoCentive is that you have a computer scientist, 
for example, thinking about a chemistry problem.  For an 
engineering problem, a biologist might submit a winning 
solution.  People are all deeply specialized, but they are trying 
to solve problems outside of their field. That’s what explains 
how problems get solved. 

A second observation of interest:

There is obvious learning by the posting firm.  Over 

time firms learn to post problems that get solved.  

In other words, this is a new way of working.  You don´t know 
how to post a problem to the outside world at the beginning. 

But firms do get better at it, and then reap larger rewards.
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Key Research Issue:
Understanding how to  
share academic knowledge  
more effectively 
The way science works today, there is a lot of secrecy, no 
sharing, and we all compete for a big prize — the Nobel prize 
or some other prize.  That’s the first model I described at the 
beginning of my talk, and it has done well for itself.  However, 
we are now seeing an alternative model where cooperation 
and collaboration are key drivers.  This model is in its infancy 
but is showing significant potential.  The challenge for us 
is to enable knowledge sharing and create mechanisms 
and institutions that foster collaboration.  The open source 
community has figured it out.  Maybe other settings can learn 
from them and management scholars can help to understand 
the drivers behind greater academic cooperation.
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In preparation for the Peter Pribilla Network meeting, Anne Huff asked Yves Doz 

and Karim Lakhani to consider ways in which their research, teaching, and consulting 

might overlap with the network’s interest in cooperation for innovation — between 

organizations and within organizations. In the process, they ended up saying a lot about 

learning how to compete in new ways.

Conversation about Learning  
to Cooperate as well as Compete:  
Yves Doz, Karim Lakhani & Anne Huff

Anne: First, thank you for agreeing to stay after your talks to join the Peter 

Pribilla Network.  We are very pleased to have the opportunity to further 

interact with you around key issues in leading innovation.  This preliminary 

conversation is also an opportunity to make sure we understand how the 

topics of your talks fit together. Let me begin, Yves, by asking if you find 

that the concept of open innovation described by Karim Lakhani and others 

is compatible with your ideas about agility?

Yves: Absolutely. Open innovation is one element or component of 

strategic agility on the strategic sensitivity axis. In fact, they are basically 

very compatible ideas.  The basis of our strategy sensitivity argument is that 

organizations need to be more open to the outside world — they need to 

be better able to pick up innovative ideas, wherever they are. Some ideas 

will be technical or product innovations and some will be based on market 

and customer understanding. Some innovations will be about business 

systems or concepts or models.  

In the case of business innovations especially, it is necessary to go to places 

where things are done very differently in order to get information and 

gain insights. Often the difference in business concept is based on necessity.  

That’s C.K. Prahalad‘s argument about the bottom of the pyramid: economic 

necessity becomes a source of invention. For me this is very important. 

A second important point about agility involves opening the strategy 

process, which again is almost analogous to open innovation. Agility 

is about getting a more participative process internally and also about 

becoming more externally connected. So yes, absolutely: the two ideas are 

consistent and complementary.

Karim Lakhani

Yves Doz

Anne Huff
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Increasing agility 
typically requires 

a significant shift in  
organizational

practices.

Strategic agility and open innovation are about more participative 

internal processes and external connections. 

Karim: I completely agree with you. Open innovation is one of a portfolio of strategies 

to pursue innovation. It is one way to get access to distributed knowledge.  The key 

requirement is recognizing that knowledge is broadly distributed inside and outside the 

organization. The challenge then becomes how we find ways to access this knowledge. 

Open innovation, or open source practices, requires that companies broadcast 

information that they once thought was proprietary to the outside world: invite the 

outside world to participate in further development.  

Consider how open innovation has revolutionized ideas about who should be involved 

in software development. This revolutionary concept has changed the structure of 

competition between Microsoft and its competitors. It lets companies like Google get 

involved because they use open source ideas. 

We are seeing similar open innovation approaches by various nonprofit 

organizations, like the Institute for OneWorld Health.  This company’s organizers 

believe they can out-innovate big pharmas that have tight models of how to 

organize innovation. To develop new medicines to fight infectious diseases, they 

are pushing for much more collaboration, much more transparency among scientists 

across fields.  

The key challenge of open innovation is  

accessing distributed knowledge.

Yet as we see the open source model take over and produce outstanding results in 

many different fields, a next question is: Are we educating leaders and managers to 

look outside?  So much of our curriculum is still focused on control and protection 

instead of engagement.

Yves: New ideas about open innovation and agility mean that managers have to 

unlearn. When we give a seminar on alliances, for example, the unlearning needed is 

actually more difficult and more important than the learning needed. It is especially 

important to unlearn taken-for-granted implicit assumptions and behavioural heuristics 

that assume competitive and uncollaborative environments.

Anne: That is definitely important. Today’s managers typically worry “Can I possibly be 

competitive if I am not king?”

Karim: The switch to being competitive and cooperative involves tapping new ideas 

inside as much as outside. There are at least as many people hoarding knowledge and 

not sharing it on the inside as you have on the outside.

Many people do not understand how to be both competitive  

and cooperative and so they hoard knowledge.
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The biggest 
push for open 
development
may come from 
outside the 
organization.

Anne: Another critical area of needed change involves behavior around “not invented 

here.” It is not just that people hoard their own knowledge, they genuinely do not 

see the good ideas that others have.  

Karim: The whole apparatus of learning and unlearning is pretty huge, but it takes 

time and effort. I think that most people inherently understand that collaboration 

with varied participants leads to good outcomes, but we need to provide more 

evidence. There is some nice economic modelling, for example by Hong and Page, that 

shows the rewards of collaboration, and I hope to provide empirical evidence as well.   

We also need evidence that working with others is good in practice. A lot of that will 

come by showing real life examples of organizations and firms that have excelled in 

different sectors. Their stories will show in a compelling way that there is a new way 

to organize that can provide competitive advantage.

 

Anne: I’ve been working on the idea of framing for a long time.  A group of 

policymakers at the FrameWorks Institute  suggest that presenting contrary evidence 

does not work when people have a strongly rooted way of thinking about a situation.  

The reformer has to find some (often weak) signals in the way people are thinking 

now that can serve as a bridge to something new. 

Karim: It may be a Kuhnian or a Shumpetarian destruction of the old is required; and 

then typically you have to wait for the old guard to die.  But it could also be that 

change is the result of a message from the market.  This is what I think Microsoft is 

experiencing. As I say in my talk, people in Microsoft are beginning to think in new 

ways and the impetus for this new framing comes from the market.      

Anne: Yves, you are working with some of the world’s largest companies.  Can you 

point to other firms that are thinking about open innovation or becoming more agile 

because of messages from the market?

Yves: Some companies definitely are thinking about these issues. SAP has shifted 

quite a bit and so has IBM. In some way Nokia has always been open source: there 

was always a platform to bring in new innovation and applications. I don’t know a lot 

about HP, but they don’t have much choice. Their market is shifting. But we have to 

be careful to distinguish true open source innovation, where companies post problems 

in areas of interest, and call for solutions or proposals about research or application, 

from collaborative innovation. The latter is often more strategically central to firms, 

but not open; in fact it operates more like a closed club. IBM develops semiconductor 

core technologies in a collaborative way, with a broad network of partners, but it’s 

not open innovation. And when it comes to application areas, from supercomputers 

to game consoles, then IBM’s strategic alliances are focused and exclusive.

Intel is moving more than ever toward open innovation around application areas. 

They tried a little earlier but now they are investing heavily in two things. One is trying 

to anticipate usage models.  They are trying to understand how MBM, their new 

motherboard monitor, and other new technologies might dramatically change the ability 

of people to use information technology. 
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Their second strong investment is in ecosystems.  They are not just building but trying 

to understand the logic of ecosystem development and how a company can get 

ecosystem players to participate in a process on their own terms and with their own 

benefits — but in a highly cooperative way.  

Intel and other companies are developing ecosystems of players that 

follow their own business models but collectively create value.

 Back to your point, Karim: Intel is a good example of how it is possible to be both 

competitive and collaborative. They are very keenly interested in how ecosystems 

develop and what they need to do to make it happen. They are basically saying 

“Here are the various players with whom we want to be involved, but each will 

have to participate with their own business system in their own way.  Please play 

by the same rules.  We won’t make side payments.  It’s your surface.  We will create 

value collectively, and we will make our best individual effort to capture our share 

of that value.”

Anne: What are you doing to help companies that do not know how to be part of an 

ecosystem?

Yves: There are two or three keys.  Thinking about middle managers, the first thing 

is making sure they understand complex open business models.  That means moving 

away from ideas like “I make something and then I sell it” or “I buy something as cheap 

as I can and then I do something with it.”  It means moving away from a vertical view 

of transaction to an ecosystem view of value creation. It means moving away from 

looking for a direct link between market performance and financial performance in 

the organization’s subunits to think through measurements and interdependencies 

and so on in a more thoughtful and deliberate way than they have in the past. In other 

words, the analytics and the intellectual issues are important. These points support my 

comment about unlearning: we need to help managers unlearn the reflexes or almost 

intuitive behavior of high competition. 

Even more important are the behavioral or the emotional issues. We also need to guard 

ourselves against our human DNA.  We tend to make a very quick judgement in a few 

seconds about friend or foe. When humankind was organized as small tribes that was 

probably fairly important. Now we need to move away from friend or foe polarities to 

recognizing friend AND foe at the same time. It is a question of how we can generate 

some connection, be empathic to another person, without necessarily losing our sense of 

self-interest. Faced with ambiguity and uncertainty and lack of understanding, can we say 

“I will find out more before I move backward or forward”?  In the face of uncertainty or 

ambiguity, we should not let our emotions and possible discomfort drive us.

Working in an ecosystem requires  

abandoning a vertical view of transaction  

and unlearning some of the reflexes of high competition.
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Karim: But it’s interesting that evolutionary biologists have shown that cooperation is 

also an important mechanism in evolution. We know that competition among species, 

within species, and across species is one evolution mechanism, but cooperation at all 

levels is also part of evolution.  

Anne: Right.  Cooperation can be seen at all scales too, beginning (so the biologists 

tell us) with the molecular.  We often talk about bees and ants, but at the human level 

cooperation can be seen in many things, starting perhaps with raising children and 

making music.   

Karim: Yes, scientists are coming to recognize that in fact cooperation may be deeply 

embedded.  Yet when we run our organizations, we’ve been doing the competition 

bit, but not the cooperation bit.

Yves: In management we can build on some of the work by Woody Powell or Bruce 

Kogut, both of whom have written about networks and knowledge.  They help 

us understand collaboration as a selection mechanism in the context of corporate 

interactions. The ability to play a useful role in a network further reinforces the 

position of a firm in that network, making it an increasingly valued partner, until 

other participants might grow worried that their centrality in the network leads to 

too much power and look for other options. But conversely the inability to play a 

useful role leads to marginalization and exclusion. 

Cooperation is a selective mechanism in corporate evolution. 

Karim:  I would add the notion that communities and markets are actually 

intertwined. Markets have always emerged out of communities — whether it’s a 

product community or a village, there’s always a market there. The result is a system 

of collaboration and competition at the same time. 

The question is: How do we think of an ecosystem as both a set of cooperative 

communities and a set of marketplaces with their competition?  I don’t think we have 

it sorted out yet. First, how do we even think about it, and then how do we enable 

people to cooperate more effectively at one level while competing at another? 

A good example is SAP. They have set up a software development network of over a 

million people. Participants pose questions to help solve their problems. But at the 

same time some participants systematically compete against each other.  It’s like “Now 

we are collaborating, and then we are also competing. But if I answer a question from 

Accenture, which is it?”  

I think that some good practice like this network is leading theory, but academics 

can also make a contribution here by exploring how the nexus of communities and 

markets can be put together.  These are complicated situations.
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Anne: What would you suggest to people in a company that has not been doing much 

about ecosystems but wants to learn?

Karim: I say start by looking outside the firm’s boundary. Look at what users are 

doing. Look at communities that have formed even without your knowing about 

them. For example, I was talking at a major food company. People there said “There 

are no real communities around food.” I responded by saying “Let’s pick a boring, 

boring food product; let’s pick granola as a product.”  Within half a day we found 

300 communities discussing granola, inventing and changing combinations. The food 

company didn’t know about any of them! So, the first thing that people in companies 

can do is just look outside. Usually there is an iceberg  — there’s a lot beneath the 

water, it’s just not visible. 

Then the question becomes when and how do we participate with external communities? 

Do we embrace them or do we resist them? The initial reaction that I have most often 

seen is “I don’t want to hear about it.” But of course that’s not the right way. The better 

reaction by those who want to think about an ecosystem is “Do we create our own 

communities or do we participate in theirs?” That’s a strategic choice that you need to 

think about. People in companies tend to say “How do we engage them in our next 

generation of products and services? And how do they help us define better what 

we do?”  They also worry that external groups perhaps won’t work on strategy in an 

appropriate way. But look out first, and then decide how to participate. 

Companies interested in ecosystems can look for communities that 

have formed around their products, then decide how to engage.

Yves: Another idea for helping people learn to be more open or agile is to send them 

to a real but almost physically threatening environment, or to a highly constrained 

environment. Either one will help them think about opening the strategy process. I 

sometimes ask “Can we take people in this company to a virtual world?”  Second 

Life is the best known example, but there are many environments that are less 

constrained than the real physical environment. These are places where it becomes 

very difficult to make a mark unless you are tremendously innovative; you have to 

have a completely different concept of how you can do things. 

There are also very different real world environments. For example, In India, at a hospital 

in Bangalore popularly known as the “Heart Temple,” a visionary MD, Doctor Shetty, 

created a completely different concept of how to deliver heart surgery, mostly to babies 

but also to adults.  They do so at approximately one percent of the cost required in 

Western Europe or in the United States.  If you send people to a setting like this and say 

“Let’s understand how this place works,” you will find amazing things. 

Simpler environments and more constrained environments suggest 

new ways of becoming more open and agile. 
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For instance the Heart Temple hires teenage girls from poor villages and turns them 

into technicians who read images. The basic argument is twofold. First, these are 

people who are not much involved with the written word, so they are likely to be 

much better at looking at pictures and images and making sense of them. They are 

not going to be encumbered by characters and numbers and so on. The second point 

is that they are taking very smart but poor girls who might otherwise be tending cows 

all of their lives and turning them into technicians in striking new medical facilities. 

For them, it’s the chance of their life. 

Karim: There is a similar example from the “Barefoot College” in India.  It was 

founded by social entrepreneur Bunker Roy in 1972, before the world was thinking 

much about social entrepreneurs.  The college trains women from India and a number 

of other countries to be solar technicians.  These are illiterate women, speaking many 

different languages, of varied ages — from teenagers to grandmothers.  Instruction 

is primarily by example, given the variety of spoken languages, yet within a few 

days students begin to learn how to electrify their homes and villages. They end up 

knowing how to install these systems, check circuits, fix problems, and perhaps work 

on a solar cooker as well. All of a sudden they are doing fairly high tech jobs.

Anne:  I love hearing about these examples, but it also makes sense to look in our 

backyards. I was driving in a relatively poor Los Angeles community a couple of weeks 

ago and saw a group of guys working on a car at the side of the street.  It looked like 

they were doing a major repair — changing the drive train or something like that. 

They didn’t have a garage, or any other support, but the work was underway. It is very 

interesting that even in my more “developed” country there are groups of people  

who are figuring out ways to get things done without the infrastructure most of us 

take for granted. 

I still wonder if there is anything more that we do as teachers to help people come up 

with new ideas for a new world.

Yves: I would love for us to be more innovative.  To be honest, I’m not sure that what 

we do now is that innovative. But what we do at INSEAD and other people do at 

many other places is this: we organize all kinds of learning expeditions. Often the 

greatest learning is not anything intellectual or anything to do with a workshop-like 

context. I remember years ago taking a bunch of people from Nokia to Japan. The 

most useful experience came from pairing each of the senior people with a young 

local employee, and sending them for an afternoon in an electronic market. The point 

was partly for senior executives and their guides to better understand the market.  

Even more important, we wanted the executives to hear one-on-one what Nokia was 

doing that was wrong or right in Japan — things that would never have surfaced 

otherwise, at least not at a senior level.

Innovative learning experiences reveal knowledge that  

otherwise might not surface.
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This is an example of another thing I think we do fairly well: basic group leadership 

training. We often get people to lower some of their defensive mechanisms and come 

closer to others. Whether it is working as a team, or interacting with a partner, or 

thinking about innovation as an open and shared process, we succeed when we help 

people think of strategy as more participative, internally and externally.

Anne: Do you think that improving agility in these and other ways is the next generic 

strategy, Yves?  Do you, Karim, put your bets on open innovation? Is there some other 

theme — maybe cooperation — that shows where strategy is going as a practice and a 

field of inquiry?

Yves: If you are referring to Michael Porter’s definition, I would say, speaking for myself 

and my own work, that strategic agility is not a generic strategy. The work I’m doing is 

around the quality of internal processes, around sensemaking, around issue framing, 

around the quality of internal dialogue, the quality of internal resource allocation 

processes, and the mechanisms that allow effective resource allocation. For me agility 

is the organizational capability to be more responsive to strategic opportunities, or 

perhaps a kind of meta-capability. It is not linked to any type of substantive generic 

strategy. In fact it may be a way to transcend and go beyond the categorizations and 

polarities assumed in generic strategies

Agile internal processes allow an organization to be  

more responsive to strategic opportunities.

It may be that good old generic strategies still apply. Alternatively, it may be that 

strategy is a little random. Go back to history and ask “How do military breakthroughs 

happen?” When the Russians wanted to defeat the Germans in Stalingrad, they found 

a spot between Romanian and other Axis units, then aimed their forces at that spot, a 

classic manoeuvre. They were able to cut the supply lines to the Germans fighting in the 

city. That success is often seen as the true turning point of World War II, and it has been 

widely studied.  But when you ask generals today how most breakthroughs happen, you 

tend to get a different answer, pointing to a partly random process. Today’s generals 

will say “Well, we probe and probe and probe and when we find the weak spot, we go 

out with everything we have as fast as we can.” 

So part of strategic agility is somewhat random — probing for the weak spot and then 

allocating resources very swiftly. The capacity to do that is an organizational capability. I 

am more interested in learning how an organization can pour all that they have into the 

breakthrough, once it has been discovered, than in examining the thinking process that 

precedes that discovery. Whether they discover it intellectually or experimentally, or not at all, 

does not actually matter, unless the ability to mobilize and commit resources is there too.

Of course opportunities are not always random, and there has to be some sense of 

purpose. Strategists have to know what to do and know to do it rather than something 

else. Still, for me it is more important to have the organizational capability to quickly 

react to opportunities than to follow some generic idea that tends to become too easily 

a recipe or an assumption.
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Karim: There is this view of strategy as planning — being able to forecast or to 

predict how things turn out. You are saying in contrast, Yves, that once you see an 

opportunity, strategy is knowing how to go after it.

Yves: Probing is not always exactly random, but strategy is an art of data analysis and 

probability assessment, and some of that is intuitive, judgemental, and collective.

Karim: But you do want to add some randomness, some variety, into your probing 

strategies. 

Yves: You see exactly the point about innovation applied to open strategy.  Agile 

companies need to be able to probe across a wider front, get more signals of 

weakness or more opportunities. That is difficult for companies to do, because people 

tend to focus. People want to concentrate on what they can do best in areas they 

know well. People want to feel comfortable and concentrate on what is making them 

successful. 

Agility is difficult for companies because people want to focus on 

what they do best rather than seek wider opportunities.

Karim: Let me give an example. I just finished a case on the use of prediction markets 

within Google. Prediction markets are a way to gain access to distributed knowledge 

inside of the firm, and in Google anybody can propose a market if there is a decision 

or an outcome they care about. For instance, they can ask how many people will be 

using product x within the next six months. If they get an accurate answer, it helps 

capacity planning and so on. 

We find that the mechanism works extremely well.  It aggregates knowledge and is 

highly decisive. But managers just do not want to use predictive markets. Because 

all of a sudden there is a mechanism that is helping make decisions — which is the 

managers’ role. To manage is thought to be at the hub of information, to be able to 

say exactly what is going on.  If there is an amorphous mass of people in the company 

(somebody in China, somebody in India, somebody in Palo Alto, and so on) providing 

weak signals that are aggregated to provide an answer that may be contrary to what 

you think, how do you reconcile that?  Many managers are saying “It’s my job to be 

the one who collects all information, since I make decisions about it and present it to 

the executive with my perspective. If that is taken away from me, what is my job?” 

We found tremendous resistance to using this very elegant aggregation device. So 

we are back to this: even within an organization there is a tremendous distribution 

of knowledge. But the people who are in charge are afraid to access it.

Yves: My experience suggests that people also fear open innovation and open 

strategizing because they do not know when and how to open up without running 

too much risk.  They get into a fear mode.

Karim:  And if they say “Let’s try opening up,” their lawyers say “No, don’t do it!”
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Anne:  Given these problems, what is the end of your Google case about prediction 

markets, Karim? 

Karim: We leave it as an introduction to aggregating knowledge using prediction 

markets. We hope people talk about the real tension they create.  There are other 

new technologies or approaches — they are not really new, but they are available 

in new ways — that challenge traditional means of organizing. Wikipedia, for 

example, challenges the media business. The question in this and other situations 

becomes: What should intelligent managers do? How should they engage with new 

technologies for accessing distributed knowledge? My answer is: Embrace it, try it 

out, and learn from it. But that’s one voice out of many and so we’ll see.

Intelligent managers can experiment with and learn from  

new technologies for accessing distributed knowledge

Anne: What would you say to the newcomer who wants to learn how to work in 

these new ways? What kind of experiences lead to becoming a good manager in a 

changing world? How would you help your own children beginning their careers?

Karim: Look at settings where authority does not come from position. Observe how 

people motivate others in these settings.  It is important to learn how to organize 

people when you don’t have authority over them. Some organizations are still very 

authoritarian, start by looking for a job in other places. 

Newcomers can learn from those with authority that does not 

come from position.

Yves: I would say when you are on a project, you have to evolve into the project.  

There will be people who are much more senior then you are whose time and 

attention are relatively scarce and precious, so you basically have to learn to 

negotiate. 

Then I would say most companies tend to over-rely on a very simplified, mechanistic 
view of extrinsic reward. If you look at NGOs and similar associations you will see 
they offer some extrinsic award too, maybe recognition in the community and so on. 
But there also is a lot of intrinsic motivation, which is important for the world and for 
the worker. 

Karim: Motivation is a huge, important point. I think we see this very clearly 
in studies of open source and open innovation. When we ask people why they 
participate in open innovation projects, extrinsic reward comes through. But the 
intrinsic part is often the driver of performance.  People say “I get involved for fun, 
for enjoyment, for the internal reward, for the connection.” Intrinsic satisfaction 
accounts for most of the variance in success.
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